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WILLIAM B. FRETTER

I s Wine an
Art
Object?
IT IS COMMONLY SUPPOSED that the idea of taste is only a metaphor and can be applied chiefly to choices one makes in the arts of sight and sound. Taste itself, taste literally interpreted, is not supposed to perceive unities which are art works. Thus wines cannot be works of art. This I dispute. I begin with some disclaimers and an acknowledgment. I do not intend to discuss the "art of making wine," or the "art of drinking wine"; nor shall I give advice about stocking a wine cellar or the virtues of an even temperature in a limestone cave; and I shall not write about the relative merits of California as compared with French or German wines.
Some years ago I bought a copy of Stephen Pepper's The Work of Art.' As a nonprofessional I found it fairly heavy going but yet rewarding. I had been interested in art and music for a long time, and had rather unsuccessfully made a quest for an understanding of greatness in music and art, partly to light me on my search for an understanding of greatness in scientific achievement and discovery. Pepper's book concerns itself more with an analysis of aesthetic communication than with the reasons why one artistic object is a masterpiece and another is not. The book as it describes the process of aesthetic communication creates a light of insight that intensifies on successive readings. What is a work of art? Can a judgment of beauty be true? The dynamics of the masterpiece, the control object, a ve-WILLIAM B. FRErrTTER is professor in the physics department, University of California, Berkeley.
hicle of aesthetic communication, and the concept of fusion are discussed in successive chapters. Perhaps my comments on wine and its aesthetic qualities will illustrate in another way Pepper's ideas and will show that their applicability is not limited to painting, sculpture, music, and literature. Human beings have valued wine for thousands of years, as they have valued painting and sculpture, and the depiction throughout history of wine in paintings, drawings, and sculpture2 provides beautiful illustrations of the interaction among these arts.
It is particularly important in the case of non-verbal aesthetic communication to be able to look at the object, or hear it, to look at pictures, or listen to a song or a flute or a record. Words are inadequate and particularly so for the aesthetic appreciation of wine. But the basic question is: can wine be considered as a work of art? Before I discuss this in terms of Pepper's question,3 What is a work of art? the question of particularity must be raised. We must consider a particular wine, in fact a particular glass of wine. Just as all paintings are not works of art, so all glasses of wine are not works of art. Paintings can be ordinary and inartistic, commercial music can be "musak," and wine too can be ordinary. Wine can be spoiled and too old, and paintings can be faded and deteriorated. Thus not all wine is art, any more than all painting or all music or all writing is art. Also some wine, while classifiable as art, is not as good as other wine.
Stephen Pepper discusses the work of art in terms of three objects: the vehicle, the object of immediate perception, and the object of criticism.4 In the case of a painting, the vehicle is probably a canvas with oil pigments spread upon it. It is "the instrument for the production, preservation, and control of the object of aesthetic worth." For wine, the vehicle is a mixture of water, alcohol, organic chemicals, and the pigments contained in a glass. The alcohol serves to preserve the rest of the wine and together with the water makes it possible for the observer to sense the qualities of the wine, just as the canvas holds the paint in the position the artist intended it to be and allows the observer to view the painting. The vehicle has in itself no aesthetic worth in either case, although the monetary worth may not be inconsiderable.
The object of immediate perception is described by Pepper as:
the experience a spectator has at any one time when stimulated by the vehicle. This is the object we see and feel and fill with meaning. It has a date and location. Many will set the location within our bodies. Definitely our bodies are much involved in the object of immediacy. Our sense organs, our eyes in this instance [a painting] give us the colors and the line and the shape; and our brains presumably give us the meaning of the represented objects dependent on learning and memory; and our endocrine systems presumably contribute to our emotion. Our bodies are involved in the perceptual response. The duration of an object of immediacy is a certain spread of time, the time that can be taken in intuitively at a single act of attention.5
For illustration Pepper uses the perception of a painting like Breughel's Winter, or of a statue which must be observed from all sides over a period of time. H.ow does this apply to wine?
The object of immediate perception is first observed visually. We look at the wine in the glass for the character of its color, for its clarity, the degree of its viscosity, the pattern of the liquid on the inside of the glass above the wine, the gradations of color in the meniscus of the liquid, and the shape and color of the wine as it moves in the glass. The glass is analogous to the frame of a picture and should be consistent with the style and color of the wine in that a fine wine should be served in a beautiful glass, not in a water tumbler. A competent spectator, also, is needed to perceive the object of criticism. Competence implies discrimination, intelligence, and a certain cultural conditioning for the perception of a style of art or a type of wine. The competent spectator can observe internal consistency in a painting, the consistency of style, form, line, or representation. Consistency of style is particularly important in painting, music, or wine. A particular sweet wine may be considered a great wine, but sweetness is inconsistent in other styles of wine and is recognized by the competent spectator as undesirable. The development of sensory discrimination is thus essential in the education of the competent wine spectator. He notes whether or not the wine has the quality of aesthetic relevancy -internal consistency; flavors must not clash, colors must be consistent with odor and flavor, and all must be determined by fully funded impressions.
But can wine be beautiful? The aesthetic satisfaction gained from what Pepper calls the consummatory response with respect to the stimulating aesthetic vehicle determines whether or not we call the object beautiful. Experiences "controlled by the craftsmanship of artists through an aesthetic vehicle"10 give us aesthetic satisfaction and lead 99 us to call the object "beautiful." Saying a wine "is beautiful" implies that we find a fully funded aesthetic satisfaction. The winemaker or the winegrower is a craftsman. He may also be an artist, but unless he is skilled at his craft, he will not produce a work of art. Control of the vehicle is as important in winemaking as it is in painting.
Is wine an abstract art? I suspect that most people will concede that abstract art can be beautiful. In a sense all art is abstract, and nonrepresentational art can be beautiful. A certain painting by Hans Hofmann, for instance, brings to my mind the thoughts and feelings I have when I taste a certain German wine of a type called Trockenbeeren Auslesen (literally, selected dry berries). It suggests farms or vineyards in autumn, ripe yellow wheat, sweet grapes, orange and red leaves, the richness of life. Both the painting and the German wine seem to abstract from a large accumulation of memories, perceptions, emotions, certain ones, and bring them together in relevance and internal consistency. Both give me great aesthetic satisfaction, and to me both are beautiful, abstract art. A fine champagne gives me the same feelings as the scherzo in Beethoven's string quartet in C sharp minor: in both cases a kind of practical joke seems to be played on the spectator. Both abstractly evoke internally consistent emotions, the components of the aesthetic vehicle being fully relevant.
Then there is the control by the winemaker. He must be a craftsman; he must grow the vines properly, pick the grapes at the right time, vinify properly, and store the wine in appropriate containers. As he creates an object of abstract art, the winemaker, like the abstract painter, also deals with accidental qualities. Each year the weather is different, or the vines grow old, or rain molds the grapes before they are picked (some of these contingent factors add desirable flavors). Somewhere there is the artist, however, who may be the winemaker, or the proprietor, or the wineseller who insists on a certain type of wine. The artist chooses the basic components: the variety of grape and soil, the exposure to the sun, the type of barrel used, the age of the
